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A LETTER FROM IRELAND

NEWS

A WARM IRISH WELCOME.
Welcome to this Issue of The Letter from Ireland Magazine!
by Mike Collins

C

éad Míle Fáilte - and
you are very welcome to the
Saint Patrick's Day issue of
The Letter from Ireland
Magazine! This publication is
for Green Room Members,
their friends and families - so
do feel free to share it near
and wide as you see fit.
This time of year has always
been special for people of
Irish ancestry all over the
world as we come together
and celebrate all the
traditions that add up to
being Irish!

Member meetup in McVeigh's Irish
Pub, Toronto, Canada.
We will be in Ellis Island in
New York for March 17th this
year, meeting up with lots of
members - and look forward
to sharing photos and more in
the next issue of the
magazine. In the meantime,
we have a special feature in
this issue all about "following
in the footsteps of Saint
Patrick and a special message
from the President of Ireland!

We will be on Ellis
Island in New York
on March 17th this
year.

Much of this issue celebrates
the launch of a new training
framework inside the Green
Room to help you quickly
frame and ask relevant Irish
ancestry questions. You will
find a few different articles
inside this issue covering Irish
records and more.
So, we do hope you enjoy this
issue of the Letter from
Ireland Magazine. I know we
enjoyed putting it together.
Mike, Carina & Jayne.
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RESEARCHING IRISH RECORDS.
We use the "Green Room Research Wheel" to look at Irish Record Sets available
for your research over the following pages.

MODULE 2: Churches in
Ireland (from 1901 Census):
Roman Catholic: 3,251,423
Church of Ireland: 499,074
Presbyterian: 401,308
Methodist: 57,781
Other religions: Church of
England/Scotland, Baptist,
Jewish, Society of
Friends/Quaker,
Independent, Plymouth
Brethren.
MODULE 3: Civil Birth/Marriage/
Death Records:
Civil Birth
Records: 1864-1918
Civil Marriage
Records: 1864-1943
Civil Death
Records: 1878-1968

MODULE 5: Irish Census Records:
1821, 1831, 1841, 1851: Fragments only
available.
1861, 1871, 1881, 1891: Unavailable.
1901, 1911: Almost fully available.
1926 onwards: Not yet available.

MODULE 4: Irish Land Records:
The Tithe Applotment Books: 1823-1838
Griffith’s Valuation: 1847-1864
The Valuation Revision Books (“Cancelled
Land Books”) 1864-1930s/ 1960s.

Click to See the Guide in the Green
Roomhere: BIT.LY/GRGUIDE
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IRISH CHURCH
RECORDS

A LETTER FROM IRELAND FEATURE

by Mike Collins

Have You Used Irish Church
Records for Your Irish Family
History Research?

IRISH CHURCH RECORDS - WHERE DO YOU START?

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH RECORDS.

Given that Civil records (government-sponsored
Birth, Marriage and Death records) did not begin in
Ireland until 1845 – and much later from 1864 for
the majority of the population – the Baptismal,
Marriage and Burial records held by the various
churches are essential sources when researching
your Irish family history within Ireland.

Number of R.C. Church members across Ireland in
1901 census: 3,251,423

Let’s briefly review each of the churches that were
present in Ireland through the 18th and 19th
century. We'll use the numbers supplied in the 1901
census to give us an idea of just how many residents
of the Island of Ireland were in each church:

"The Penal laws made it difficult
for R.C. churches to maintain
any sort of record system
through the 1700s and into the
early 1800s."

This church represented the majority of the
population in Ireland. However, the imposition of
the Penal laws made it difficult for RC churches
to maintain any sort of record system through
the 1700s and into the early 1800s.
There are exceptions to this, the records of a
small number of churches go back to the 1700s.
However, many of the areas that supplied the
immigrants into your country came from the
poorer counties of Ireland – and sometimes
church records are not available until the late
1800s.
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CHURCH OF IRELAND RECORDS.

METHODIST CHURCH RECORDS.

Number of C.O.I. Church members across Ireland in
1901 census: 499,074

Number of Methodist members across Ireland in
1901 census: 57,781

The Anglican Church of Ireland was established
in the mid-1500s and was considered the
“established church” of the country. Record
keeping (baptisms and burials) was required
from the mid-1600s – however, this was mostly in
established urban parishes. Rural parishes were
still being established into the late 1700s.

The Methodists were established in Ireland in the
late 1700s. For the first few decades of their
existence, their records were maintained by the
local Church of Ireland parish. Methodist-only
church registers are available from about the
1840s onwards.

In 1871, all Church of Ireland parishes were
ordered to send their registers to the Public
Record Office in Dublin where they would be
centralised and treated as state records.
However, those centralised records were lost in a
fire in 1922 – and records survived only because
they were transcribed by the parish priest before
being sent to Dublin or they were not sent to
Dublin in the first place.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH RECORDS.
Number of Presbyterian Church members across
Ireland in 1901 census: 401,308
The Irish Presbyterian Church was established in
the early 1600s by Scots settlers – and the
majority of them were found across the counties
of Ulster.
As a result of the Penal laws, the Presbyterian
church members faced similar restrictions to
Roman Catholic Church members and as such,
their rites had to be performed within the
structure of the Church of Ireland in order to be
officially recognised.
Presbyterian ministers started to maintain their
own records from about the 1820s onwards. The
contents of Presbyterian church records varies
substantially from parish to parish, and the
availability of records both online and offline is
quite fragmented.

"The Anglican Church of
Ireland was established in
the mid-1500s and was
considered the 'established
church' of the country."
OTHER CHURCH RECORDS.
Other religions noted in the 1901 census include:
Church of England and Church of
Scotland – 48,751 listed in the 1901 census.
Baptist – 6,183 listed in the 1901 census.
Jewish – 3,632 listed in the 1901 census.
Society of Friends/Quaker – 2,431 listed in
the 1901 census.
Independent (follow a non-specified
religion) – 1,377 listed in the 1901 census.
Plymouth Brethren – 421 listed in the 1901
census.

In summary, the Church records of Ireland are
probably the most-fragmented set of records
available. It is important to realise just when
baptisms and marriage records began for your
church and parish (and when they were
interrupted) - and get familiar with the quirks
and peculiarities of the different record sets.

Styled Link Box to More in the Green
See the Guide in the Green
Room Click
to go to
here
Room here: BIT.LY/GRGUIDE
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ASK THE
GENEALOGIST
by Jayne McGarvey

Jayne McGarvey is our Irish-based Genealogist in The
Green Room. Each week she answers dozens of
member queries - here is just one recent conversation!

QUESTION:
How can I access modern-day land records
and go back in time? I have a particular
parcel of land in mind and wants to
research chain of custody and/or
ownership. Phyllis McNeill.
JAYNE:
For the southern 26 Counties of
Ireland: www.prai.ie/land-registry-services/
(located in Dublin, Henrietta Street - Part of
Registry of Deeds)
For the 6 Counties of Northern Ireland the
system splits in two - Land Registry (mostly rural)
and Registry of Deeds (mostly urban) - but there
are additional areas of research also - this
NIDirect introduction explains it:
www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/how-find-propertyand-land-information
The Land Registry is located just off Great
Victoria Street in Belfast.
Part of the Registry of Deeds is located in PRONI,
Belfast.
PHYLLIS:
Thanks Jayne. Trying to track land ownership of the
"Small" family from today back to the 1850s (when
they are listed on Griffiths ) on land at Cregduff,
Annaghdown, Galway. In the same area are my
Carroll family. My great-uncle Patrick Carroll left
Scranton, PA, in the early 1930s to go back to
Galway to take over the family farm.

W

JAYNE:
The Valuation Revision Books can follow forward to
around the 1960s (free to view in person at the
Valuation Office Dublin). For anything more up-todate then the Registry of Deeds is the only way particularly if you are looking for chain of
ownership. This can be expensive and somewhat
time consuming, especially if you are not in Dublin
to do the legwork yourself.
PHYLLIS:
Thanks Jayne! I reviewed the websites you
suggested and did come to the conclusion it would
be an expensive endeavor! .Just curious as to the
chain of custody for the land parcels down to the
present day. Thinking it might be an alternative
route to genealogical investigation. I will investigate
the Revision Books in Dublin on my next trip.
Thanks again Jayne for your expertise. Phyllis
JAYNE:
You are very welcome - and do let us all know how
you get on!

Ask The Genealogist Your Questions in the
Green Room Forum here: BIT.LY/ASKJAYNE
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Are You Using ALL the Benefits of your Green Room
Membership?

Video training on Irish Research tools and DNA testing
Irish-based Genealogist for pointers and help with your "brick walls".
BONUS free annual membership of JohnGrenham.com - Ireland's
foremost Genealogy record site.
Join us as we travel to a member's Irish Homeland each month and
uncover stories, pictures and surprises along the way.
Connect with over 2,640 other Green Room members who share your
passion, Irish surnames and heritage..

Not a Green Room member yet? If a friend shared this magazine
with you then now's a great time to join us!
Click here to get your own subscription.
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SAINT PATRICK'S DAY
by Carina & Mike Collins

It's that special time of year again - Saint Patrick's Day! A time when people of Irish
ancestry all over the world celebrate their shared heritage. Let's start with a special
message - and then see some of the places in Ireland associated with the Saint!

Styled Link Box to More in the Green
Room to go here
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WHERE SAINT PATRICK WALKED
IN IRELAND:
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Patrick - the first Bishop - from
Armagh Cathedral.

Travel with us around County Down in
our Homelands Feature. More here:
BIT.LY/COUNTYDOWN
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A LETTER FROM IRELAND GALLERY

MEET YOUR FELLOW MEMBERS!
Two Pages of Member Meetups, Hooleys and "Drop-ins" from around the World!
1

2

3

8
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5

1.Carina and Carolyn Oliver stand among the famine memorial in Toronto. 2.With Lynda Scott and
"cowboy" in the Blue Mountains, NSW, Australia. 3.Part of our group on a boat leaving Cobh, County Cork.
5.Johanna Anderson by Annie Moore in Cobh. 6.Rob Hepburn being checked in for emigration, Cobh. 7.
With Des Dineen at the Ballarat Memorial, Victoria. 8. Jim Purcell emigrating from Cobh. 9.Anne Keating &
others by Annie Moore in Cobh.
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1

6
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3

1. On Prince Edward Island - or is it County Monaghan? 2. With Doug Barrett outside Launceston,
Tasmania. 3. With Jim Purcell in Montreal, Canada. 4. Ted and Lesley Hansen enjoying their rose
garden in New Zealand . 5.Carina and Lorraine Hannon, Melbourne, Australia. 6. With Brigid Braden
outside Chief O'Neills in Chicago.

Click to See More Pictures in the Green Room
Forum here: BIT.LY/MEMBERGALLERY
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CARINA'S
IRISH CORNER
by Carina Collins

It's often useful to visit the original gaelic
spelling for a surname to get a clear lead on
pronunciation and location for that surname.

This week I want to share Jack Healey's story with you.
He contacted me last week to share the following:
"My wife and I visited Ireland in 2012 for the first time
for a 25th wedding anniversary tour with Wild West
Irish Tours. The tour focused on County Sligo and it's so
beautiful! We hope to return someday soon for a much
longer stay and more extensive emersion in the history
and culture of Ireland.
My great-great grandfather, Michael Healy, immigrated
to the US in the mid-1800’s, but I know very
little except for the scant footprint he left. But I do at
least have the census record of his national origin to
work from. Maybe someday we'll learn more of his
roots in Ireland."
First, Jack, I'm delighted that you and your wife had such
a memorable anniversary. Jack's story reminds me of
the complications around Irish ancestry search - so I
wanted to share a few perspectives with him - and
everyone else who reads this letter. You see, Jack and
his wife may have unknowingly toured only a few miles
from his ancestral home.
If you look up the name Healey/Healy you will probably
find that it is an Anglo-Saxon surname from Lancashire
in England. However, that sort of information is often
misleading when your ancestor comes from Ireland.

Go to the Irish Language and Culture
section of The Green Room here:
BIT.LY/IRISHLANGUAGE

W
In Ireland, the surname Healy (or Hely or
Healihy) is normally a phonetic translation
of a couple of Irish language surnames:
Ó hÉalaighthe from County Cork
Ó hÉilidhe from County Sligo
When I say "phonetic" translation I mean
that if I said these names to you in Irish you would hear "Oh Heela" and you may
then "peg" this sound to a name with which
you are already familiar (e.g. Healy) or
simply spell the name the way you hear it in
English.
These were two distinct families of Healys
descended from two different ancestors. In
Cork they came from the Donoghmore area
in the north of the county - and in Sligo they
came from Ballyhealy (imagine that!) near
the Curlew mountains on the shores of
Lough Arrow.
So, I do like to think that Jack and his wife
were only a few miles from his ancestral
Healy homeland as they celebrated his 25th
wedding anniversary on a first visit to
Ireland. What do you think?
Slán for now,
Carina.
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PSST! ... HAVE YOU HEARD THE
"SPOKEN LETTER FROM IRELAND"?
The Letter from Ireland Show is a Podcast that goes out from our
cottage in Ireland - covering Irish stories, myths, family history,
surnames and much more! Here are just some of our member favourites
so far:

90,000 IRISH GENEALOGY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS OVER 5 YEARS
Episode 405

AN IRISH FAMILY HISTORY RESEARCH GUIDE
Episode 404

A JOURNEY INTO ONE WOMAN'S HIDDEN PAST
Episode 308

THE BEATLES - MEET THE LIVERPOOL IRISH
Episode 307

OUR EXPERIENCES WITH IRISH ANCESTRY DNA
Episode 209

MEET JOHN GRENHAM - A CHAT ABOUT IRISH ANCESTRY RECORDS
Episode 207

And Many More.... Produced by Carina Collins.

See All Available Episodes of the
Letter from Ireland Show here:
BIT.LY/ALFISHOW
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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A LETTER FROM IRELAND FEATURE

COUNTY MAYO HOMELANDS
County Mayo provided a large percentage of emigrants to all
parts of the world. The majority left in the mid 1800s. In this
feature we remember a trip we made to that beautiful county on
behalf of one of our members.

M

y Grogan ancestor – Robert Grogan (my
grandfather) arrived in the UK sometime after
1904 – first appears in Britain on our 1911
census. He marries my Nana in 1917 and his
death was in February 1935. He came from the
town of Claremorris in County Mayo. It appears
that the Grogans had earlier roots from outside
the Mayo town of Westport."
That was the note we received from Cheryl
Grogan (UK) back in 2017. This kicked off our
research before we embarked on a road trip
around County Mayo to track down the
ancestral homelands of the Grogans before
they emigrated to the UK.
Have you ever travelled to the County
Mayo? It is probably one of the most scenic
parts of Ireland – and indeed, the world!
However, I would say that apart from the
towns of Westport and maybe around Cong –
it is one of the undiscovered gems for so
many visitors.
County Mayo only came into being as a
county in 1584. Before that, the area covered
by the modern county would have spanned a
number of ancient Irish kingdoms.

Round tower, Turlough, County Mayo
However, if we go back further even – back about 5,000
years ago – we find evidence of early human habitation and
farming in the field systems that can be found a few miles
west of the village of Ballycastle. It is known as the “Céide
Fields” and is quite spectacular in both setting and layout.
Well worth a detour.
Parts of County Mayo have a strong connection with Saint
Patrick and there are many sites, buildings and ruins
associated with early to medieval christianity. One of the
most obvious is Croagh Patrick – near the town of Westport.
On the last Sunday of July each year, thousands of pilgrims
still climb “The Reek” in honour of the Saint. He is said to
have fasted on the summit about the year 440 for forty
days. Many pilgrims climb the mountain barefoot (although
most people did it in the past in this way, it is now quite
rare) and do “patterns” around various spots on the
mountain.
The two largest Gaelic tribes in what is now County Mayo
would have been the Uí Briúin Ai (O’Conor) of east-central
Connacht and the Uí Fiachrach Muaidhe (O’Dowd, O’Coyne),
O’Carney, O’Towey). Then there was also the Uí
Maille (O’Malley), Luigne and Gailenga (O’Hara and O’Gara),
Fir Chera (O’Murray), Partraige (O’Coyne, Darcy, O’Gormley,
O’Kerrigan, O’Tierney) and Fir Domnann, Ciarraige na
nAirneadh (O’Kearns),
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The Calraige of Maige Muirisc (O’Gaughan,
O’Flynn) to name just a few of the smaller
tribes of the region.
The O’Connors of Connaught were the Kings
of Connaught from the 600s to the 1100s.
During the 1230s, Richard deBurgh was given
the task of colonising the north of what was
to become County Mayo. He brought with him
surnames that are still found across the
county today. Apart from his own surname,
Burke, you will find:
Barrett, Costello, Gibbons, Jennings, Joyce,
Morris, Padden, Prendergast, Staunton and
Walsh.
Through the 1300s, the isolation of this part
of the country from the administration
around Dublin caused most of the these
families to become “hibernicised” as they
intermarried with the local royal Irish gaelic
families and adopted their dress, language
and customs.

THE GREAT FAMINE IN COUNTY MAYO.
I think it is useful to start with some numbers and
statistics to get our bearings:
In 1841 (a few years before the Famine), the
population of County Mayo was about 388,000.
By 1971 that population had declined to 109,000
through starvation, sickness and subsequent (and
long-term) emigration.
The population of County Mayo started to increase
sometime after 1971 to its level of 130,000 in 2016.
Almost 10% of our readers have told us that one of
their ancestral lines has its roots in County Mayo. If we
extrapolate that to the 80 million people of Irish
descent throughout the world – that means a
significant number of them have some roots in County
Mayo.
So, along with most of the counties on the western
seaboard of Ireland – County Mayo suffered inordinately
during the Great Famine. The subsequent deaths and
emmigration set up a steady pattern of migration from
this beautiful and remote part of Ireland over the
following decades.

Many towns in County Mayo bear reference to
some of these Norman names. One of the
towns we are due to visit, “Claremorris” is
named for the “people of Maurice de
Prendergast”.

MAYO IN THE 1800s.
County Mayo was established as a county
since 1584, the main county towns have been
established and there has been a period of
high population growth – both in the towns
and across the countryside. The Penal laws of
the 1700s were somewhat relaxed, roads built
linking the main towns but the railway system
had yet to be established. The linen trade in
the area had grown and subsided – and 1798
saw an invasion of French troops in the north
of Mayo – just one of many events leading to
the establishment of the Act of Union
between Great Britain and Ireland in 1800.

The pretty town of Westport, County Mayo
A LETTER FROM IRELAND
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ON TO CLAREMORRIS.
Our plan was to head to the place most recently
associated with the Grogan family – starting with
the town of Claremorris and working back to
Westport and the surrounding countryside.
The town of Claremorris was the place from where
Cheryl Turner’s ancestor – Robert Grogan –
emigrated from in the early 1900s. It gets its name
from two Irish words referring to the “people of
Maurice Prendergast” – a local Norman noble from
the 1200s. Today, it’s a tidy – and prosperous
looking – midlands town.
We found the town to be one of the friendliest
places that we have visited. It was so easy to drop
into conversation – and get help – as we needed it.
It turned out that the local Roman Catholic church
where the Grogans would have been married and
baptised had been moved and replaced by a new
Town hall!

Ballycroy National Park, County Mayo

One of these locals pointed out a building across
the road from her own shop – “you see that green
shop across the road? That’s where Jimmy Grogan
would have lived at one stage.” This Jimmy Grogan
is the brother of Cheryl’s Grandfather Robert who
left for England. While Jimmy has moved on, it
turns out that he has a daughter or two in the
region – and we’ll pass on further details to Cheryl.
We visited the cemetery just outside the town
where Cheryl’s grand-uncle and family were
buried. It didn’t take long to find the marker for
the Grogan Family!

With a Friendly Resident of Claremorris

We spent the day discovering much more and
visiting many other beautiful places in County
Mayo - which you can find in the full homelands
feature linked to at the end of the page - with a
bonus genealogical report. We hope you enjoy
Mayo as much as we did!

Travel with us around County Mayo
in our Homelands Feature. More
here: BIT.LY/COUNTYMAYO

Where the Grogans lived in Claremorris
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SIMON'S SNUG
by Simon O'Flynn

Come in to "Simon's Snug" - Simon O'Flynn
that is - our resident Cork butcher - as he
shares a story or two from an Ireland of
long ago (and sometimes not so long ago!).

S

hamrock and Gorse are the two species of
plant that come to mind in Ireland at this
special time of the year.
These two bear no resemblance to each
other. The Shamrock is a very low growing
flowerless plant with tender green leaves.
Often it is hard to find, as it only thrives
among the low grass.
Gorse is the complete opposite. Its vivid
spiky foliage shoots skyward with brilliant
abundant yellow flowers and cannot go
unnoticed. Both of these are synonymous
with the Irish landscape at this time of the
year.
I have been thinking lately about these two
harbingers of better times. The Shamrock is
a very shy and short lived plant (before it
turns to clover). Gorse blooms all the year,
(it’s said ‘’when gorse is out of bloom, kissing
is out of fashion’’), and will grow almost
anywhere.
But, which plant do YOU think best
represents Ireland?
Are we shy, and like only to live unnoticed in
very limited habitats or are we showy and
spread ourselves about? Should we
reconsider the plant that best represents
Ireland?

I have NO preference for either myself; I
merely would like to hear the opinions
of other Green Roomers.

The
Shamrock is
a very shy
and shortlived plant."

"

Neither plant is unique to Ireland, so if
you have Shamrock (young clover) or
Gorse (Furze) in your area I would be
interested to hear from you.
When making your decision re the
above, it might be well to consider the
following: at the traditional St. Patrick’s
Day ceremonies in the White House,
which do you think our Taoiseach
should present to the President of the
United States of America...... a bowl of
vibrant prickly yellow Gorse or a bowl of
gentle lush green Shamrock? I think we
all know the answer to that!
Beannachtaí na Féile,
Simon.

Meet Simon and others in the Green
Room Snug here: BIT.LY/THESNUG
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BILL OF IRISH ANCESTRY RIGHTS
Our Bill of Irish Ancestry Rights -in place since 2015 - Which Is the most Important to
You?

AS A PERSON OF IRISH DESCENT I HAVE
THE FOLLOWING RIGHTS:

1. TO KNOW WHICH OF THE SURNAMES IN MY FAMILY
TREE ARE IRISH.
2. TO KNOW WHAT EACH OF MY IRISH SURNAMES
MEAN AND THEIR POINT OF ORIGIN IN IRELAND.
3. TO KNOW THE SPECIFIC DETAILS OF THE IRISH
ANCESTORS IN MY FAMILY TREE AND KNOW WHERE
IN IRELAND EACH INDIVIDUAL CAME FROM.
4. TO KNOW WHAT LIFE WAS LIKE FOR MY IRISH
ANCESTORS.
5. TO SEE THE PLACES OF MY IRISH ANCESTORS
AND TO WALK THEIR LAND AND HOMESTEADS.
6. TO CONNECT WITH MY LIVING IRISH RELATIVES.

Which is The Most Important
to you?
Styled Link
Box Click
to More in the Green
here to haveRoom
your to
say:
go here
BIT.LY/BILLOFANCESTRYRIGHTS
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Next issue
MAY/JUNE 2019

BEALTAINE
The Festival at the Start of an Irish Summer!

COUNTY
CLARE
Irish Homelands Feature

TO ELLIS
ISLAND
AND
BEYOND
Our Recent Trip to the
NE USA

TRAVELLING
AROUND IRELAND
THIS SUMMER
Some of our favourite places
and routes.
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MAY 3
2019
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LIKE SOME MORE IRISH?
HERE ARE THE MANY WAYS YOU CAN
CONNECT WITH US:
LOGIN TO THE GREEN ROOM (OR JOIN US): BIT.LY/GRLOGIN
GET YOUR FREE LETTER FROM IRELAND: BIT.LY/ALFILETTER

LISTEN TO OUR PODCASTS: BIT.LY/ALFISHOW
LEARN FROM OUR FREE ARTICLES: BIT.LY/ALFIBLOG

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK: BIT.LY/ALFIFB

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM: BIT.LY/ALFIINST
SEE OUR VIDEOS ON YOUTUBE: BIT.LY/ALFIYOUTUBE

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: BIT.LY/ALFITWITTER

FOLLOW US ON PINTEREST: BIT.LY/ALFIPINT

